So sorry for the loss of your grandmother, a role model of women who struggle for freedom, may your soul continue to protect and protect all Khmer Democrats.

*This material is distributed by Sochua Mu on behalf of the Cambodia National Rescue Party. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.*
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Cinnagar Odan-urr: stop shedding your and your clans crocodile tears to defile the heroic soul of this patriotic woman actually you and your friends are working for criminal hun hun sen

Sous Saath Sous Sorn: stop shedding your and your clans crocodile tears to defile the heroic soul of this patriotic woman actually you and your friends are working for criminal hun hun sen
The striking workers of #NagaWorld

This material is distributed by Sochua Mu Leiper on behalf of the Cambodia National Rescue Party. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.”

Who is your Woman of Courage? To celebrate #WomensHistoryMonth our @USEmbPhnomPenh community is highlighting women who have overcome challenges and inspired us in the U.S., Cambodia & around the world. I hope you enjoy my Woman of Courage, someone who remains near to my heart:

Alice Vaillancourt
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The dignified workers of #FridayWomenofCambodia

This material is distributed by Sochua Mu Leiper on behalf of the Cambodia National Rescue Party. Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Washington, DC.”

Who is your Woman of Courage? To celebrate #WomensHistoryMonth ♦️ our @USEmbPhnomPenh community is highlighting women who have overcome challenges and inspired us in the U.S., Cambodia & around the world. I hope you enjoy my Woman of Courage, someone who remains near to my heart: